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Detail of Dunhill hallmark

Beacon of design: a breathtaking 18ct gold table 
lighter in the form of a lighthouse by the master 
Alfred Dunhill, set on a solid section of amethyst 
geode, and featuring bevelled amethyst windows 
and lantern. Standing at 18 inches (46 cm) tall, this 
piece is truly a record breaker. See pages 29-31
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The Pullman Gallery specializes in 20th century 
objets de luxe. Our gallery in King Street, St. James’s 
next to Christie’s, houses London’s finest collection 
of rare Art Deco cocktail shakers and luxury 
period accessories, sculpture, original posters and 
paintings relating to powered transport, as well as 
automobile bronzes, trophies, fine scale racing car 
models, early tinplate toys, vintage car mascots, Art 
Deco furniture, winter sports-related objects, art and 
sculpture.
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(From left) a silver plated ‘Jazz Age’ cocktail shaker of Modernist form 
after the famous Keith Murray design created for Mappin & Webb, 
profusely engraved with dancing figures and a step-by-step cocktail 
recipe. Height: 9 inches (23 cm) Ref 6769; (centre) an extremely 
stylish classic form Sterling silver cocktail shaker, of George V vintage, 
the shaker with wide, engine turned concentric rings. Hallmarked 
EV (Edward Viner) Sheffield, 1933. Height: 8½ inches (22 cm)  
Ref 6775. Finally (right) a rare, black Bakelite Art Deco ‘Master Incolor’ 

recipe cocktail shaker, made by Lawson & Raphael Clarke for Wilson & 
Gill of Regent Street, London, circa 1934. The tapered body with silver 
plated fittings and cap, has a gill measure with rotating collar ring with 
window and shows eight embossed recipes, including Clover Club, 
Dry Martini, Manhattan, Whisky Sour, Tom Collins, Orange Blossom, 
Side Car and Bronx, with pouring spout with cap and internal strainer. 
One of the finest examples of this rare model that we have ever seen. 
Height: 11 inches (28 cm) Ref 6729



An elegant Sterling silver cocktail tray, of long, slender form. Of 
substantial gauge, the tray measures over 23 inches (61 cm) over 
the handles, and weighs approx. 64 oz. Stamped CARTIER, to the 
underside, this tray is the perfect, practical accompaniment to any 
well stocked bar. French, circa 1930s. Ref 6762 

Displayed on the tray are Sterling silver examples of Tiffany’s skill 
in crafting Art Deco cocktail shakers of style and substance. (From 
left) a classic and diminutive Sterling silver cocktail shaker of 1-pint 
capacity, perfect for a single cocktail and extremely rare in this size, 
with an integral pierced strainer and marked TIFFANY & CO MAKERS 
STERLING SILVER 925/1000 to the underside. Height: 7 inches 
(18 cm) Ref 6761; of similar form, a 2-pint capacity shaker, 
also in heavy gauge Sterling silver, and featuring an ornate foliate 
strainer beneath the cap. Also bearing Tiffany’s marks to the base, 
this example is 9½ inches (24 cm) tall Ref 6746; and finally, the 
largest and rarest Sterling silver shaker Tiffany made in this design,  

of 4½ pint capacity with a wide neck and swept trim 
and featuring the trademark foliate strainer under the large cap, 
which is perfect for use as the measure. Height: 13 inches (33 cm) 
Ref 6776. All American, circa 1930s. 

(Far right) another large Tiffany Sterling silver cocktail shaker of 4-pint 
capacity, of flared design, the shaker has a gilded interior and large 
cap perfect for use as a jigger, with a swept edge, which lifts off to 
reveal a pierced fitted strainer with arched rim spout, that swivels 
open, for filling. This unusual model bears maker’s marks to the 
base, TIFFANY & CO, MAKERS STERLING, and registration marks. 
American, circa 1940s. Height: 12 inches (30 cm) Ref 6745
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Tray Chic!



Shooting from the Hip
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(Above, left) an extremely large and impressive Sterling silver hipflask  
by Henry William Dee, London silversmiths since 1867. The  
over-sized and probably unique rectangular flask is engraved with 
engine-turned guilloché panels, the front with a (vacant) circular 
cartouche and the screw cap is secured to the body with a silver 
safety chain. Engraved to the base, Jenner & Knewstub, respected 
armorial engravers and retailers of luxury goods between 1866 and 
1889, located at 33 St. James’s and 66 Jermyn Street, London. 

English, hallmarked 1870. Approx 20.9 troy ounces. Height: 11½ 
inches (29 cm) Ref 6774; (shown right) a very large, silver-plated 
hipflask, made by Alfred Dunhill of 1¾ pint capacity, with bayonet 
fitting, cork-lined cap with an unusual ribbing to the length of the 
body and over the shoulders of the flask. Stamped DUNHILL 
LONDON to the base and bearing hallmarks and design registration 
marks. English, circa 1920s. Height: 9½ inches (24 cm) 
Ref 5551

J.E Caldwell & Co. of Pennsylvania: a stylish and most likely 
bespoke Sterling silver 12-piece cocktail set, featuring a pitcher 
and ‘shot’ glasses resembling cartridges, the pitcher with a finely-
detailed handle in silver gilt resembling a shotgun, all items of the 
set with concentric details to the bodies. Bearing maker’s marks for 
J.E. Caldwell of Pennsylvania, and stamped STERLING to the base. 
American, circa 1920s. Ref 6692

Height of pitcher:  8 inches (20 cm)
Height of each cup:  3 inches (7½ cm)

J.E Caldwell, established in Philadelphia in 1839 was a jewellery 
retailer and silversmith, known for producing special order pieces 
for the US Navy.



PULLMAN Issue No: 676

(Above, left) Kemp Bros., England: a very stylish and large, three 
handled martelé Sterling silver Champagne cooler, the geometric 
conical body with three angular handles, and feet with scalloped 
detailing. Bearing hallmarks KB and London hallmarks for 1914. 
Height overall: 11 inches (28 cm). Kemp Bros Silversmiths were 
established in 1890 at 4 Union Street in Bristol Ref 5081. (Right) a 
wide lidded ice bucket in the form of a tapered barrel by Tiffany & 
Co., with incised staves and three reeded hoops, the bucket has 
two bracket handles mounted to the upper hoop. Stamped TIFFANY 
& CO, DENMARK and retailed by Tiffany in New York, circa 1970. 
Diameter 10 inches (26 cm) Ref 6750
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Animal attraction

Tiffany & Co.: a set of 12, signed heavy-cast Sterling silver 
place-card or menu holders in the form of bushy-tailed squirrels, 
each perched on a twig and holding an acorn, with a groove 
for holding each place card to the reverse. The set is complete 
with a Tiffany presentation case, and place cards set into the 
centre (additional spare cards accompany the set). Each holder 
is stamped TIFFANY & CO. STERLING. Ref 6751

Height of each: 1¼ inch (3 cm)

An especially beautiful Dunhill ‘Aquarium’ table lighter in ‘Half-
Giant’ table size, with chrome hardware, and an extremely 
vivid blue background to all the panels, showing two silver 
and black Angel fish to the front and an extremely exotic large 
red and orange fish to the reverse. An excellent example with 
crisp clear panels in an unusual colourway. English, circa 
1950. In perfect order and complete with a bespoke Dunhill 
presentation case. Length: 4 inches (10 cm). Ref 2391 

The ‘Aquarium’ lighters were all designed and hand-made 
between 1950 and 1959, by Ben Shillingford (1904-2000) 
whose unique skills in designing, carving and hand-painting 
the Perspex panels could never be equalled. Upon his 
retirement, the skills necessary to make the ‘Aquarium’ lighter 
could not be found, so manufacture ceased.

No two ‘Aquarium’ lighters are the same – each is, in its 
way, a unique work of art. The vast majority, logically, depict 
aquatic scenes, of either sea-water or fresh-water fish (but 
never both). Detail of a single squirrel Detail of reverse of lighter



(Right) a very rare, complete set of three shagreen-wrapped 
silver-plated table lighters by Alfred Dunhill, comprising the ‘Half-
Giant’ (2 inch), the ‘Giant’ (4 inch) and ‘Giant Extra’ (6 inch), all 
with a fine, pale green shagreen covering and signed ‘Dunhill’ to 
the bases and the lift-arms. English, circa 1930s. Ref 6175

Glorious Galuchat I
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(Left) ST Dupont, France: 
an extremely desirable and 
very heavy-gauge limited-
edition cylindrical table lighter 
by ST Dupont, in a silver-
plated finish, the engine 
turned body with rotating 
‘collar’ with vertical linear 
grooves providing perfect 
grip for a single-handed 
operation. Complete with 
original presentation box and 
papers, in completely unused 
and original condition. French 
circa 1970s. Height: 4½ 
inches (11 cm) Ref 6716

Monsieur Dupont

(Right, on left) an extremely 
elegant heavy-gauge limited-
edition table lighter by S.T. 
Dupont, circa 1970s, in a 
heavy gold-plated finish 
with panels of dark caramel 
coloured Laque de Chine 
(Chinese lacquer), stamped 
S.T Dupont de Paris, Made in 
France and Laque de Chine, 
and bears design registration 
numbers. Complete with 
original presentation box and 
service booklet. Length: 5½ 
inches (14 cm) Ref 6770; 
(right) of similar design, in a 
heavy gold-plated finish with 
a deep linear pattern to all 
sides, and a square (vacant) 
cartouche to the end of the lift 
arm. The base of this lighter 
is stamped S.T Dupont 
de Paris, Made in France, 
and bears design number 
06765. Also with its original 
presentation box and service 
booklet, both of these lighters 
are in completely unused and 
excellent original condition. 
Length: 5½ inches (14 cm) 
Ref 6771

(Left) Alfred Dunhill: a seldom seen 
and rarely found shagreen-wrapped 
table lighter in the ‘Giant’ table size, with 
silver-plated hardware and to the centre 
is set a recessed clock with bevelled 
glass, Art Deco numerals and 7-day 
mechanical movement. Marked Dunhill, 
Made in England, with patent number 
143752 to the base. This example has 
the early, sprung external snuffer-arm, 
and is complete with a bespoke green 
calfskin presentation case. English, circa 
1930s. Height: 4 inches (10 cm). Rare! 
Ref 6380

PULLMAN Issue No: 67
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(Right) a spectacularly 
large, and massively 
heavy glass and silver mounted 
inkwell, the large domed, hinged cap 
with ornate monogram, the body superbly polished 
with a heavily cut hobnail base. Bearing English hallmarks for 
1887, and maker’s marks to the collar and inside of the cap, 
for William Thornhill of Bond Street, purveyors of fine silverware 
from 1878-1891. (Approximate weight: 5 kilos!). Height: 6 
inches (15 cm), diameter: 6 inches (15 cm) at the base. 
Ref 6764

Detail of patented ‘Partners’ inkwell hinge

Well Designed

(Above) an extremely handsome heavy glass ‘Partners’ 
inkwell, the large, silver-plated cover with deep collar and 

double hinge would have sat on a partners desk allowing the 
inkwell to be accessed from either side. The glass body of the 

inkwell has a deep cut starburst base. 

The ‘Partners’ inkwell was a patented design by London cabinetmaker 
George Betjemann, (grandfather of Sir John Betjeman) also 
responsible for the design of the Tantalus, a lockable decanter set, 
patented in 1881. Size: 9 inches (23 cm) tall, footprint 5 inches (3 
cm) square. English, circa 1900. Ref 6765



‘The pen is mightier than the sword’

An enormous polished metal ‘display’ 
fountain pen made by the famous American 
pen company Sheaffer, created to promote 
their range of gold and silver filigree and 
black enamelled fountain pens. The barrel 
and cap of the pen is realistically modelled 

as an exact replica of the actual pen, right 
down to the stamped 14K 585 gold ‘nib’, clip and distinctive ‘White 
Dot’ logo of the brand. The centre band is stamped SHEAFFER as 
is the nib. Presented in a black calfskin presentation case. Ref 6415

(Right) a close shave: a very rare and early 
pencil sharpener of George V vintage by 
Asprey & Co. London, the ingenious design 
features a steel mechanism which takes the 
pencil vertically, sharpens via the blades, 
which shave and rotate simultaneously, with 
the turning of a wooden-handled lever to the 
rear, with the falling shavings being caught 
in a drawer beneath. Stamped ASPREY 
LONDON and bearing hallmarks for 1912. 
The sharpener is set on a hardwood plinth. 
Ref 6767

Length: 4½ inches (11 cm) 
Height: 7 inches (18 cm)

Length: 32 inches (81 cm)

The Sheaffer Pen Corp. was founded by Walter A. Sheaffer, an Iowa 
jeweller in 1913 and remains one of the best known fine pen brands 
in the world. Distinctive by its use of a ‘White Dot’ originally promoted 
in 1924, this detail still features on all Sheaffer pen designs and was 
initially intended as an indicator that the pens were ‘unconditionally 
guaranteed for a lifetime’. 

Close up of cap
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Hermès vs. Gucci Buccellati vs. BVLGARI

(Top) a slender and desirable trinket or cigarette box by Italian design 
icons Gucci, of gently arched form, the main body and interior in a 
highly polished hardwood, the Sterling silver lid with buckle motif 
is stamped 925 and GUCCI. Length: 9 inches (23 cm) Ref 6717 

and (above) a stylish cigarette or cigar box by Hermès, Paris with 
a faux leather brass studded ‘strap’ detail to the lid, forming a loop 
to open the box, and a plain, wood lined interior. Marked HERMÈS 
PARIS to one side. Length: 7 inches (19 cm) Ref 6730

(Above, left) Buccellati, Italy: an extremely well observed figural 
Sterling silver trinket box in the form of a pumpkin, with lobes and 
hammered, stippled ‘skin’. The main section rests on three leaf 
supports, with realistic stalk and surrounding leaves. Unlined, the 
box is stamped BUCCELLATI, ITALY, and bears a post 1967 Italian 
date mark for Pradella Illario. Height 5 inches (13 cm), diameter 
5 inches (13 cm) Ref 6744. Shown (right) is a Sterling silver 

standing vanity mirror by Bvlgari, with a double stepped frame with 
heavy wooden easel stand fitted with four knurled bolts bearing the 
BVLGARI name to the reverse. Stamped BVLGARI MADE IN ITALY 
and 925. Italian, circa 1960s. The tradename BVLGARI, founded 
in 1884, is written in the classical Latin alphabet and derives from 
the surname of the company's Greek founder, Sotirios Boulgaris. 
Size: 15 x 11 inches (38 x 28 cm). Ref 4903
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BVLGARI Brilliance

Two exceptional quality, heavy gauge Sterling silver boxes by Bvlgari, 
Italy (top right) a fine Sterling silver playing card or cigar box, with an 
invisible hinge and rose-gold thumbpiece. The cover is deeply engraved 
with the Kings of the four playing-card suits, embellished with gold or 
black enamel, and set within an applied gold frame. Stamped BVLGARI, 
the box dates to circa 1960 and has a cedarwood lined interior. Length: 
8 inches (20 cm) Ref 6742; and (right) a Sterling silver cigar box with 
Tessera-style square blocks to all sides, with gold squares at each 
intersection, and has set in the centre a double-mounted micro-mosaic 
depicting the Colosseum, as well as an invisible hinge and a cedar 
wood lined interior. Stamped BVLGARI with an additional maker’s mark 
for the Florentine maker Guerrazzi Fiorenzo, the box is numbered 5184. 
Length: 7½ inches (19 cm) Ref 6743 



High Society

Blunt & Wray Ltd: a fascinating, Sterling silver 
smoking, dressing and cocaine compendium 
by the famous ecclesiastical London silversmith 
Blunt & Wray. Modelled as a miniature chest-of-drawers,  
with engraved decoration and set on four gemstone feet, the  
chest has two drawers for holding cigars, one for cigarettes 
and one houses a custom lighter. There are two felt- 
lined drawers (lipstick and a powder compact), another purely  
for storing the compact powder, and an empty drawer for  
additional storage. 

The final ‘secret’ drawer- only accessed by means of a concealed 
opening mechanism - contains various items of cocaine apparatus, 
including a miniature silver-gilt storage canister, two snorting tubes, 
two spoons and two blades. English, hallmarked London, 1938. 
Width: 6 inches (15 cm) Ref 6267

Blunt & Wray was established in London in 1889 by Sidney Blunt 
& Frederick Dendy Wray, and were an established silversmiths and 
manufacturers to the Clergy. The firm ceased operating when it was 
purchased by silversmith and designer Anthony Elson in 1968. 
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Closed detail



(Above) an elegant Sterling silver and shagreen photograph frame, 
with a border of applied panels in a muted green, the silver frame 
has a midnight blue velvet easel back. Stamped STERLING to one 
side, accompanied by the maker’s marks. American, circa 1940s. 
Frame size: 14 x 11 inches (36 x 28 cm), aperture size: 12½ 
x 9½ inches (32 x 24 cm) Ref 6726 and an unusually large Art 
Deco shagreen cigar box with bracket feet, stringing to the lid and 
a semi-circular thumbpiece. The interior is in a polished hardwood 
and is in virtually unused condition. French, circa 1930. Length: 12 
inches (35 cm), depth 8 inches (35 cm) Ref 1742

Going for a Spin: a 1922 hallmarked Sterling silver cigar box of 
generous size, the plain sided box with lid fitted with eight panels 
of smoky grey-green shagreen, has set in the centre a ‘decision 
maker’, with a rotating spinner with red enamel arrow pointing 
to outcomes such as ‘NO’, ‘REORGANIZE’, ‘PASS THE BUCK’, 
‘YES’, etc. The interior is fully cedar lined and is hallmarked London, 
1922 and bears maker’s marks for Charles & Richard Comyns, 
respected silversmiths established in 1903. Length overall: 9½ 
inches (24 cm). Ref 6757
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Glorious Galuchat II
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Cartier & Tiffany: In the Frame

(Left) Cartier, Paris: a beautifully elegant 
Sterling silver photograph frame, the frame 
with a plain wide border, and a black velvet 
easel back, secured by oval silver clips and 
corners, the inside lined with black moiré 
silk. Stamped Cartier in script to the top 
edge and complete with a red tooled Cartier 
presentation case. French, circa 1940s. 
Height: 14 inches (36 cm) Width: 11 
inches (28 cm) Aperture size: 12 x 9 

inches (30 x 23 cm). Ref 6741

(Right) Cartier, New York: a large and 
impressive Sterling silver Art Deco photograph 
frame with borders with rectilinear detailing, and 
set to the lower edge is rectangular cartouche 
(vacant). The interior with cream moiré silk, and 
a hardwood easel back. Fully stamped CARTIER 
and bearing registration marks. Complete with 
a Cartier presentation case. American, circa 
1920s. Height 13 inches (33 cm), width 9 
inches (23 cm). Aperture size 11 x 8 inches 
(28 x 20 cm). Ref 6753

(Right) Tiffany & Co.: an extremely large 
Sterling silver photograph frame, made by 
Tiffany & Co. in New York, circa 1920. The 
wide martelé finish border has a vacant 
cartouche set at the top, and the rear easel 
back is in a stained hardwood with silver 
hinge support. On the interior is cream 
moiré silk. Fully stamped Tiffany & Co. 
and includes the pattern number 17261E 
(denoting the model first introduced by 
Tiffany in 1908). Complete with a Tiffany 
presentation case. Height 14 inches 
(36 cm), width 11 inches (28 cm). 
Aperture size 12 x 9 inches (30 x 23 
cm). Ref 6752

(Left) Tiffany & Co.: a very stylish Sterling 
silver photograph frame, made by Tiffany 
& Co. in New York, circa 1950. The border 
has three wraparound engraved lines, 
the rear easel back is in a pale hardwood 
with silver hinge support. On the interior is 
cream moiré silk. Fully stamped Tiffany & 
Co. and bearing pattern number 23485T. 
Complete with a Tiffany presentation case. 
Height 13 inches (33 cm), width 10½ 
inches (27 cm). Aperture size 11½ x 9 
inches (29 x 23 cm). Ref 6754
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The Lighthouse Family On the Rocks

An extraordinarily large Sterling silver peppermill and a smaller salt shaker, 
both in the form of stylized lighthouses, the mill, modelled after the famous 
Hatteras Lighthouse in North Carolina USA (known for its double-helix, 
striped design) features engraved brickwork to the lower section, with 
linear engraved details encircling the cylindrical tapered body and a 
balustrade with beaded details, terminating in a pointed finial at the top. 
Made by Juwelier Schimmelfeng of Hamburg, Germany this was most 
likely a special commission piece made in the early 20th century. The 
grinding mechanism (interestingly) is made by Peugeot, renowned for 
their pepper mills to this day, and is stamped PEUGEOT FRANCE, to the 
underside. Stamped 925 and bearing maker’s marks and date marks to 
the base. Height: 11 inches (28 cm) Ref 6693; shown on the left, the salt 
cellar - more diminutive in stature but no less desirable - modelled after 
the famous Sandy Hook lighthouse in New Jersey, the oldest lighthouse 
in the USA. With faceted sides and engraved windows features a 
domed pierced cap at the top for dispensing the salt. Marked 950 to the 
underside with date and maker’s marks and engraved SANDY HOOK 
USA. Height: 4 inches (10 cm) Ref 6694

‘The Ideal American Lighthouse’: 
Two outstanding examples of the iconic, 
International Silver Company-designed 
‘Boston Lighthouse’ cocktail shakers 
from 1927. The shaker was originally 
retailed in two sizes, the largest (a 
monumental 21 inches in height) and 
12-pint capacity, was only retailed for 
the first year, its cost of $600 (making 
it prohibitively expensive for most) 

resulting in this size being extremely 
scarce. This usable design, in three 
sections, the finial, cap and tapered 
body features applied windows and 

toward the top, a gallery with double 
balustrade surrounding the ‘lantern’.

This novelty shaker model is based on the Boston Light, located on Little Brewster 
Island, outer Boston Harbour and is the oldest working lighthouse in the USA, 
dating back to the Revolutionary War. Destroyed in 1776 and subsequently rebuilt 
in 1783, it continues to shine a light 27 miles out into the Atlantic. 

(Left) smaller model, 15 inches (38 cm) tall Ref 5974 
(Right) scarce, large model, 21 inches (54 cm) tall Ref 4181



Alfred Dunhill, London: a very scarce 1929 Sterling silver table lighter 
with clock, the body with fine linear pattern is complete with Dunhill’s 
trademark signed, ‘lift-arm’. The Club Clock, as it is known, was their 
first table lighter to incorporate a timepiece, and was manufactured 
in Switzerland circa 1929 for Dunhill’s lucrative American market. 
Marked STERLING, and MADE IN SWITZERLAND, this rare piece 
is fully signed, and importantly retains its original signed filler screw, 
often missing. Recently serviced and in working order, the lighter is 
complete with a bespoke presentation case. Ref 6704

Height: 9.9cm (3.9 inches) 
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Join the Dunhill Club Pharos

Lighthouses have existed since Egyptian 
times, often regarded as inspiring structures – 
symbolizing for many the way forward, the 
way to overcome adversity and navigate a 
successful path through the world. What 
could be more appropriate in these bizarre 
times than this truly amazing solid 18ct 
gold table lighter, crafted in 1975 by Alfred 
Dunhill of St. James’s in the form of an 
Egyptian lighthouse, set with gem-quality 
amethysts and mounted on a huge and 
heavy amethyst geode.

The 1970s saw Dunhill emerge from their 
traditional fields of pipe tobacco and cigarettes, to 
astonishing, luxurious objets d’art such as this. A 
burgeoning and wealthy Middle Eastern market, 
fuelled by the hike in oil prices, appreciated the 
huge value in bejewelled and precious metal 
pieces of immense value – this very piece was 
priced at the equivalent of 3 new Bentleys in 
1975, equivalent to over $1 million today!

Provenance: The Estate of Henry Dormann 
(1932-2018)

Described as “…an unusual man, interested 
in unusual and great things of the world”, 
Dormann was a hugely wealthy publisher and 
philanthropist, and founder of the Library of 
Presidential Papers. A friend and confidant 
of many world leaders, he was born in New 
York City, and resided in a palatial apartment 
on 5th Avenue.

www.pullmangallery.com
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Dedication and great skill are what you need to create a unique 
piece of this extraordinary quality – a massive 18ct gold (over 
1.5 kilos) and amethyst table lighter in the form of a lighthouse. It 
is set on top of a solid section of amethyst geode, 112 pounds in 
weight, beautifully cut to emulate a rocky shoreline, consisting of 
9 rectangular cut AAA grade polished amethysts. The base of the 
Lighthouse, also in 18ct gold, is engraved to resemble brickwork, 
and even has a ladder leading up to a fenced ledge with a small 
door. The glazed lamp at the top, also has ‘windows’ of bevelled 
amethyst. The lighthouse lantern hinges open to reveal a removable 
18ct gold butane lighter of unique design, with corresponding 
brickwork pattern. 

The components are hallmarked 18ct gold, Dunhill London 
1975. Clearly Dunhill spared no expense in the conception and 
construction of this work of art, and the attention to detail is 
unsurpassed. Ref 6766 

This unique one-off design featured in Dunhill's Christmas 
collection, and retailed for $56,000 over 40 years ago. It held 
the Guinness world record as the most expensive table lighter 
ever recorded, and a copy of the 1987 Guinness Book of World 
Records, accompanies the piece. 
Literature: Guinness Book of World Records, Sterling Publishing 
Co. Inc, New York, 1987. P.253 

Dimensions: 18ct gold Lighthouse: 18 inches (46 cm) tall 

Amethyst geode base: 25 inches (64 cm) wide

Weight:112 lbs.

Detail of removable 18ct gold lighter

Alfred Dunhill’s Record Breaker



The Réal Deal

Bernebéu: a rare and magnificent silvered-bronze 
model of the legendary ‘Estadio Santiago Bernebéu’ 
known simply as ‘El Bernebéu’, home of Réal Madrid 
Club de Futbol, created as a presentation trophy to 
commemorate the 1982 World Cup, held at the re-
modelled stadium. Mounted on a high-gloss black 
lacquered base and complete with presentation case 
with Réal Madrid logo embossed to the lid. Spanish, 
dated 1982. Ref 5663

Length of model: 13 inches (33 cm)

Construction 
work on the original 
Bernebéu began in October 
1944 and was inaugurated in 
December 1947. Extended and improved for 
the 1982 World Cup, the Bernebéu has also hosted the 
European Cup on four occasions, and the UEFA 
Champions League final. It was named after Réal Madrid’s 
1945 president, Señor Santiago Bernebéu Yeste.
 
Réal Madrid was founded in 1902 and granted royal 
status in 1920 by King Alfonso XIII. It is the world’s 
richest football club, and also the world’s most valuable, 
with an estimated value of €3.3 billion.
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TOLMER for Vox Publicité

‘Monte Carlo, The World's Wonder - All 
Pleasures, All Sports During the Four Seasons’. 
Rare, original resort poster dated circa early 
1950s. Conservation linen mounted and 
unframed. Ref 6768

Size: 47 x 31 inches (121 x 79 cm) 
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A Sunny Place…



Title
“Tiger” Tim, Brooklands 1932

Roy Nockolds (1911-1979)

A wonderful period watercolour depicting Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin in the pits 
at Brooklands, preparing to start the BARC Meeting in his 'Blower' Bentley. 
Birkin is seen in his customary attire of dark blue shirt, proudly sporting 
his British Racing Drivers Club (BRDC) badge, pulling on his gloves. Other 
Brooklands personalities are gathered around him, the centrepiece of 
the picture being the striking, bright red single-seat  Bentley  4 ½-litre 
‘Blower’, known as the ‘Outer Circuit’ car after Birkin smashed the lap 
record in the car, averaging 137.96 mph. In the background can be seen 
a Bugatti Type 51, possibly that of Earl Howe, co-founder and President 
of the BRDC, who won the Le Mans 24-hour race that year with Tim 
Birkin in his Alfa-Romeo.

Nockolds was a talented artist, who really hit his stride by 1932, even at 
his young age. A Brooklands devotee, and friendly with Birkin and other 
racing drivers of the time, he had his first solo exhibition in Chelsea in 
1934. His pre-war paintings such as this work are highly detailed and 
established him as the equal of Frederick Gordon Crosby and Bryan de 
Grineau. 

Signed by the artist, and framed with a double thick mount, gold leaf 
frame and glazed. Ref 6638

Size overall: 19 x 21 inches (48 x 53 cm)
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An extraordinarily detailed and immaculately recreated Sterling silver 1:12 scale model 
of Bentley’s 1929 supercharged 4½ litre ‘Blower’ by British silversmith Gil Holt. Only four 
‘Team Blowers’ were built for racing, and this registration UU 5872, was Tim Birkin’s own 
team racing car, no.2, raced at Le Mans and went on to play a pivotal role in the Speed 
Six victory in 1930. The model has Sterling silver patinated tyres to resemble ‘tread’, 
a double hinged louvred bonnet, revealing fine engine detailing on both sides, as well 
as an extremely well-observed dashboard with full instrumentation, and sits on a deep 
lacquered plinth. The model is complete with its own bespoke green calfskin Bentley 
presentation case. Bearing maker’s marks and London hallmarks for 2020. Ref 6748

Length overall: 18 inches (46 cm)

Based on ‘UU 5872’, Bentley Motors announced in 2019, the production of a 
‘continuation’ series of 12 ‘Blowers’ would to be produced, as a faithful recreation 
of Bentley’s own ‘Team Blower’, chassis number HB 3403. The original car would 
be disassembled, catalogued and meticulously scanned in three dimensions, the 
component parts then being recreated using the original 1920s moulds, tools and jigs, 
alongside the latest manufacturing technology. The 12 continuation ‘Blowers’ would 
then be assembled by specialist Mulliner engineers over a period of two years, as close 
mechanically, aesthetically (and spiritually) to the original car.

UU 5872 - Birkin’s ‘Blower’ Bentley



Paul Bouvot (French, 1922-2000)

Like his compatriot and mentor, the photographer Jacques-Henri 
Lartigue, Paul Bouvot grew up around Bugattis and developed a 
passionate relationship with the automobile from early childhood. 
In the 1950s he succeeded Henri Thomas as head of Peugeot’s 
carrosserie d’automobile and established a dedicated styling and 
design office within the company. Sergio Pininfarina introduced him 
to the joy of Ferraris, and in the early 1960s Bouvot bought his first, 
a 250 GT California Spyder, first owned by Brigitte Bardot.

The 1950s and 1960s saw Bouvot develop his mastery of pencil 
drawing, learning the techniques of charcoal and red chalk. As his style 
evolved, his evocative pictorial work was destined to become highly 
sought-after by collectors of automobile art, on the rare occasions 
it became available. Bouvot became a full-time artist following his 
retirement in 1980 and developed an enthusiastic following amongst 
serious collectors throughout Europe and The United States. His 
greatest patron, arguably, was Pierre Bardinon, the legendary Ferrari 
collector whose Mas de Clos estate and museum in France was a 
mecca for lovers of the Cavallino Rampante. Bardinon constructed 
a wing of the museum, and in his own words, ‘consecrated’ it to 
the work of Paul Bouvot – praise indeed. This work, as well as the 
work on the preceding page, is part of a small collection of works 
by Bouvot, commissioned from Bouvot in the early 1980s. that we 
currently hold in inventory.

(Right) ‘Bentley 4½ litre ‘Blower’, 1931’. Large, original pencil 
drawing on paper, with charcoal and red chalk. Signed by the artist 
top right and framed to edge with a plain black oak stained frame. 
Ref 3619

Size: 48 x 59 inches (122 x 150 cm)

Bentley 4½ litre ‘Blower’, 1931
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Mercedes-Benz: an original 1937 silvered-bronze 
presentation model of a Mercedes-Benz Typ W125 
racing car. This particular model is one of only four, 
presented by the chief executive Wilhelm Kissel to 
all the drivers of the Mercedes-Benz racing team 
at the end of the season in 1937, Caracciola, von 
Brauchitsch, Lang and Seaman. Caracciola’s and 
Lang’s models are accounted for, and due to the 
fact that the provenance of this bronze is the Estate 
of Günther Molter, the Public Relations Manager 
for Daimler-Benz, it is highly likely this is the model 
of Manfred von Brauchitsch, who remained a life-
long friend of Molter. The model is set on a marble 
plinth within a bespoke presentation case, having 
been sympathetically polished by our silversmiths. 
German, 1937. Ref 6759

Length of base: 12 inches (30 cm)



Mercedes-Benz: a unique and important bronze car mascot of 
exceptional quality, by renowned sculptor Max Daniel Hermann 
Fritz (German 1873-1948). The unusually large, 10 ¾ inch (27 cm) 
mascot depicts a speed god with the Mercedes-Benz 3-pointed 
star emblem on his forehead, astride a lightning flash, flying above 
a globe. This in turn is mounted on a circular base which bears 
the artist’s signature. No other example of this mascot is recorded 
in any of the accepted reference works on the subject. Ref 6760 

Length overall: 10¾ inches (27 cm) 

Judging by its large size, this mascot would have been fitted to a 
large Mercedes-Benz model such as the first-series 770K Grosser, 
introduced in 1930, or possibly a slightly earlier Typ 680S.
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Mercedes-Benz 300SL Gullwing
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Romain Schroeder (born Luxembourg, 1965)

A wonderful interpretation of the iconic Mercedes-Benz 300SL 
Gullwing, of 1:8 scale in a hand-finished dark patinated cire perdue 
(lost wax) bronze and mounted on a grey marble plinth.  Signed by 
the artist and dated 2019, the bronze is numbered 1 in an edition of 
8. The bronze is complete with a bespoke wooden travelling crate. 

Length: 23 inches (58 cm) 

Schroeder attended the École des Beaux Arts, and a background 
in mechanical engineering influenced his approach to his sculptural 
works. ‘I try to respect the basic dimensional design and body 
shape and adapt it to create a sculptural harmony and a perfect 
fluidity of the lines’. Ref 6773



Mercedes-Benz 1952-1955: A very rare, original steering 
wheel as used in (and interchangeable with) the W194 sports-
racing car, the W196 Grand Prix car and the 300SLR sports-
racing car. This wonderfully ‘battle-scarred’ steering wheel 
includes the quick-release mechanism superbly engineered 
by Mercedes-Benz and common to each of these models, 
allowing them to be interchangeable. This particular steering 
wheel is believed to have been fitted to a Typ W194 that 
participated in the 1952 Carrera Panamericana in Mexico in 
1952. Of undoubted museum quality the steering wheel is 
presented within a bespoke glazed presentation case with 
silver plaque. Ref 6702

Diameter: 16½ inches (42 cm) approx. 
Case size: 24 x 22 x 4 inches (61 x 56 x 10 cm)

Mighty Mercedes

The Mercedes-Benz team at the 1952 
Carrera Panamericana - this steering wheel 
was fitted to one of these cars!

Star Quality

Ludwig Hohlwein (German, 1874 – 1949). ‘Mercedes, 
Daimler-Motoren’. A rare original poster for Mercedes dated 
1914. Conservation linen mounted, framed with an acid-free 
mount and glazed with UV resistant Perspex.  Ref 6363

Overall size: 52 x 39 inches (132 x 99 cm)

Hohlwein was a highly versatile and prolific German poster artist who 
enjoyed a long career spanning both World Wars. His signature two-
dimensional style was enhanced by the technique of applying colour 
and letting it dry at differing times, and overprinting to create depth and 
shading. Hohlwein also produced posters for Audi, BMW, Lufthansa 
and Zeiss, amongst others.
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Roberto Falcucci (1900-1989): ‘Rallye 
Automobile Monte Carlo, Janvier 1931’. 
A rare original poster advertising the 10th 
annual event in 1931. Printed by Imprimerie 
Monégasque Monte-Carlo, the poster is in 
excellent, original condition. Conservation 
linen mounted, framed and glazed. 
Falcucci’s imaginative approach to the 
1931 Monte Carlo Rally portrays a futuristic 
design, a geometric, geographic fantasy 
with map course lines and rivers on a globe, 
and a car silhouette outlined against an 
orange and red sun. Poster size: 47 x 32 
inches (120 x 80 cm). Ref 6780 

Roberto Falcucci (1900-1989): ‘Monaco 
Grand Prix, 1930’. Original poster, 
conservation linen mounted, framed and 
glazed with UV Plexiglas. The winner in 
1930 was René Dreyfus, driving a Bugatti 
T35B. The multi-talented Falcucci – painter, 
decorator, illustrator, posterist – began his 
involvement with auto graphics at Renault 
but became known for his Monaco poster 
designs of the 1930s. For many years he 
was the official historical painter for the 
French Army. Poster size: 47 x 32 inches 
(120 x 80 cm). Ref 6781

Geo. Ham. (Georges Hamel, French 
1900-1972): ‘Monaco Grand Prix, 1935’. 
Original poster, dated 1935. Conservation 
linen mounted, framed and glazed. Geo. 
Ham. was charged with designing the 
poster for the 1935 event, a tight race that 
was dominated by Mercedes-Benz and 
Alfa-Romeo, with Luigi Fagioli taking the 
flag in his Typ W25B just over 31 seconds 
ahead of René Dreyfus in his Alfa-Romeo 
P3. Poster size: 47 x 32 inches (120 x 
80 cm). Ref 6778

The Main Event
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Asprey & Co. for Ferrari: an 
extremely desirable Sterling 
silver cigar canister by Asprey 
& Co., the straight-sided 
'drum' body with lift-off lid 
has a distinctive five-pointed 
spoked wheel design with a 
central black enamel Cavallino 
Rampante, as seen on a classic 
Ferrari road wheel. Five gilded 
spheres are set to the top, the 
spoke design extending down 
the main body, terminating in 
grooves which align the lid. The 
interior is fully lined with kiln-
dried cedar. Bearing Asprey & 
Co. hallmarks and date marks 
for 1997. The drum is fitted 
within a bespoke black calfskin 
Ferrari presentation case.  
Ref 6443

Height:      7 inches (18 cm) 
Diameter:  4 inches (10 cm) 

Asprey & Co. for Ferrari: a rare pair of heavy 
cast Sterling silver cufflinks, set with black 
enamel Ferrari ‘Cavallino Rampante’ 
emblems and torpedo shaped 
ends. Extremely hard to find, 
these links were only produced 
from 1996-1998 when Asprey 

sponsored the Ferrari Formula 1 team. Made in the same year 
as the drum (below), the cufflinks are stamped Asprey, 

925 with full English hallmarks and the date letter 
for 1997, complete with leather Asprey case. 

Approximate silver weight 31.8g. Diameter 
of each: ¾ inch (2 cm) Ref 6747

Ferrari 250 GTO

Bruno Colombi: a highly evocative large scale model of 
a Ferrari 250 GTO, extremely well-observed and capturing 
all the design features of the original. The body in polished 
aluminium with patinated accents, spoked ‘Borrani’ wheels 
with turned wooden tyres, and a finely detailed interior with 
leather seats and dashboard instrumentation. The model  
is set on a black lacquered plinth. Ref 6398
 
Length of model:   33½ inches (85 cm)
Length of plinth:   39 inches (100 cm)

Whilst essentially being a road car, the 250 GTO 
was the epitome of competition racing design and 
technology when it was released in 1962. With a 
production run of only thirty six cars between 1962 
and 1964, it enjoys a safe position as one of the icons 
of Ferrari’s production history.



Victorious Vulcan

John Elwell: Avro Vulcan B2 bomber: 
a unique, large-scale sculptural model of 
the 1961 Avro Vulcan B2 strategic bomber 
number XJ783 (in RAF service between 
1961 until 1983). The model constructed 
in John’s signature style, with hand-
formed, riveted panels, so in keeping with 
the aircraft’s design, and bearing polished 
copper exhausts, RAF decals and its call 
sign XJ783. 

John Elwell’s sculptural models are all 
unique, one-of-a-kind pieces taking over 
1,000 hours to create - once a model has 
been made, it will never be repeated. The 
Vulcan is displayed upon a bespoke stand, 
also designed and manufactured by John 
Elwell, and can be displayed fully banked 
from horizontal to vertical. To the underside 
is affixed an engraved Sterling silver plaque 
signed Vulcan B2, John Elwell, 1/1, 2015. 
Ref 6008

Wingspan: 50 inches (127 cm)
Height (on stand): 80 inches (204 cm)

John Elwell personally worked on Vulcan XJ783 as 
a young engineer and it was delivered for service at 
No. 83 squadron at RAF Scampton, Lincolnshire 
in March 1961.

In 1964 the plane was transferred to RAF Finningley 
and that year returned to Avro for a retrofit, re-
entering service again in 1966. After relocations 
to Waddington, Cottesmore and RAF Akrotiri 
in Cyprus, XJ783 returned to RAF Scampton in 
1981, and was scrapped the following year.

The last remaining airborne Vulcan bomber, call 
sign XH558, made its final flight in 2015, marking 
the end of service for this Cold War icon, one of 
the greatest achievements of British aerospace 
engineering.
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Noël Fontanet (Swiss 1898-1982)Vision of Velocity

‘Grand Prix des Nations Automobile’
 
Rare original poster, dated 1946. The majority of Fontanet’s 
work was undertaken for resorts, airlines and cruise 
ships during the 1930s, with apparently very little being 
created for motor-racing or other automobile themes. This 
exuberant image promotes one of the very first post-war 
motor-racing events, the Grand Prix des Nations held in 
Geneva in 1946. The dynamic styling - red on black -  is 

extremely eye-catching and was to become something of 
a signature colour scheme for Fontanet in the handful of car 
and motor-racing posters he created between the war and 
1955, when the last motor race was held in Switzerland. 
An extremely rare poster, only four other examples are 
recorded - this being in excellent condition. Conservation 
linen mounted, and unframed. Ref 6779

Poster size: 40 x 28 inches (100 x 70 cm)

An extremely dynamic dark-green patinated bronze of a motorcyclist 
at speed, circa 1940s, the rider positioned low and leaning into his 
stylized Sunbeam, the figure mounted on an angular bronze sôcle, 
and set on a tall double-stepped marbre rouge plinth. Extremely well 
observed, and by a sculptor clearly well versed in the subject matter, 
the bronze is seemingly unsigned. Ref 6758

Length: 10½ inches (27 cm) 
Height: 11½ inches (29 cm)



(Above) a very fine, scratch-built resin and alloy model by Javan Smith 
of the Aston Martin DBR1 (chassis number DBR1/2), driven to victory 
in 1957 by Englishmen Tony Brooks and Nöel Cunningham-Reid 
in the 1000 kms race at the fabled Nürburgring circuit in the Eiffel 
mountains. A meticulously detailed example, made to approximately 
1:8 scale and rendered in the correct classic green livery, this kerbside 
model has full cockpit detailing and upholstered seats and is mounted 
on a textured plinth with original Perspex cover (not shown). Ref 6385
 
Length overall: 24 inches (61 cm)

Four original and dynamic artworks by Dexter 
Brown (English, b. 1942):  'Aston Martin 
DBR1, Tony Brooks, 100 kms, Nürburgring 
1957'. Original artwork in gouache on board. 
Framed with a plain black oak frame with 
acid-free mount and glazed. Overall size: 23 
x 21 inches (59 x 53 cm) Ref 5001

‘Paul Frere, le Mans, 1959’. Original artwork 
in gouache on board. Framed with a plain 
black oak frame with acid-free mount and 
glazed. Overall size: 23 x 21 inches (59 x 
53 cm)  Ref 5002

‘Stirling Moss, British Empire Trophy, 
Oulton Park, 1959’. Original artwork in 
gouache on board. Framed with a plain black 
oak frame with acid-free mount and glazed. 
Overall size: 23 x 21 inches (59 x 53 cm) 
Ref 5003

‘Stirling Moss, 100 kms Nürburgring 
1958’. Original artwork in gouache on board. 
Framed with a plain black oak frame with 
acid-free mount and glazed. Overall size: 23 
x 21 inches (59 x 53 cm) Ref 5004

Race Meeting
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Dexter Brown (English, born 1942): 
‘Aston Martin DBR1, Tony Brooks, 
Nürburgring 1957’. A very large, original 
acrylic on canvas, painted in 2011. Framed 
with a plain black oak frame and unglazed. 
Ref 4935
 
Size: 77½ x 54 inches (197 x 137 cm)

Dexter Brown (English, born 1942)



CIJ (Compagnie Industrielle du Jouet): a particularly fine second 
series example of the Alfa Romeo P2 racing car toy made by CIJ in a 
very unusual colourway, with crisp original lilac paintwork, complete 
with original filler caps, starting handle, handbrake, working steering 
and black painted spoked wheels with Pneus Michelin treaded tyres 
typical of the series. French circa 1930. Length overall: 21 inches 
(54 cm) Ref 6484

CIJ (Compagnie Industrielle du Jouet): an early first series 
example of the Alfa Romeo P2 racing car toy by CIJ, with dark 
burgundy paintwork (representative of Italy’s racing colours), and 
complete with filler caps, starting handle, handbrake, working steering 
and black painted spoked wheels with distinctive untreaded ‘balloon’ 
tyres typical of this series, and all-original paint finish. French circa 
1925. Length overall: 21 inches (54 cm) Ref 6403

CIJ (Compagnie Industrielle du Jouet): a very scarce example 
of the third series, deluxe model of the Alfa Romeo P2 racing 
car toy, with original silver paintwork, complete with all filler caps, 
starting handle, handbrake, working steering etc., and with the 
additional features particular to the deluxe model including working 
headlamps which would be powered by a battery fitted beneath the 
car, and red painted spoked wheels with diamond tread or losange 
tyres. French, circa 1932.  Length overall: 21 inches (54 cm)  
Ref 6404

CIJ (Compagnie Industrielle du Jouet): an extremely rare early, 
first series example of the Alfa Romeo P2 racing car toy by CIJ, with 
ivory paintwork (representative of Germany’s racing colours, prior to 
them reverting to silver), and complete with filler caps, starting handle, 
handbrake, working steering and black painted spoked wheels with 
distinctive untreaded ‘balloon’ tyres, and all-original, barely ‘play worn’ 
paintwork. French circa 1926. Length overall: 21 inches (54 cm) 
The only example in this colourway that we have ever seen or owned. 
Ref 6478

Ranking among the best of the quality toymakers of the day, CIJ 
produced these child’s toys between 1924 to around 1935, starting 
with the coveted first series, distinctive by its un-treaded rubber 
‘balloon’ tyres. Originally produced as a celebration of the hugely 
successful Alfa Romeo Grand Prix car evolved by the gifted Vittorio 
Jano in 1924, the original colours of the first series were intended to 
be representative of the racing countries - red for Italy, green for Great 
Britain, white for Germany and blue for France, amongst others. The 
second series of the toy was released in 1930, this time with treaded 
Pneu Michelin tyres.
 

To keep pace with the changing tastes and style of the era, new and 
exciting colour variants were produced – and the pursuit of these 
diverse colours has spurred present-day collectors to continue to seek 
out the vivid and unusual.
 
The third (and final) series was produced between 1931-1935, as 
a response to diminishing sales. The deluxe variants with working 
battery headlights were released and the hyper-rare two colour (or 
bicolore) versions, are excellent examples of this ‘swan song’ series.
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1950 Leica III f D.R.P, Ref 6300

1955 Nikon S2, Ref 6301
1954 Leica M3, Ref 6296 

1932 Leica II D.R.P, Ref 6297

1933 Leica III, Ref 6200
1934 Leica D.R.R 250 ‘Reporter’, Ref 6299

1938 Leica III D.R.P, Ref 6298

1960s German girl group, The Jacobs Sisters
Beyond Riesen! a literally, once-in-a-lifetime collection of no less than 
seven giant dummy camera models known as Riesen-Models and with 
the exception of one, all made by the well-respected German company 
Leica, featuring some of their better known camera designs produced 
from 1932-1954.
 
Early camera retailers would have been familiar with the concept of 
using dummy camera models in their retail establishments - much 
as with high-end electronic goods on display in stores today - these 
display versions would have been made to scale, using actual camera 
casings but with no internal mechanisms. These dummies would have 
demonstrated the new designs well to prospective buyers, but as these 
were expensive items to purchase, the dummies would have meant  
that retailers would not have had to take their displays down each night 
for security.

However, the models here are the exception, and made to massive scale 
to faithfully resemble the actual models but would have been used for trade 
fairs and exhibitions, or for press and publicity for the release of a new design 
(as illustrated left, by the 1960s girl band The Jacobs Sisters in a publicity 
shoot).

Made with an almost obsessional attention to detail, these replica cameras 
are made in wood with textured Rexine coverings, hand-painted dials, 
branding, trim and even transparent ‘lenses’, and have all the features 
of the originals, and in some instances employ actual camera film roll 
casings and lids, to create the dials and details. Available as a collection or 
individually, all the details of the available models are featured on our website,  
www.pullmangallery.com
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‘Ready for my close up Mr. de Mille…’

A very stylish and highly 
decorative aluminium and steel 
CM-74C movie camera by 
Auricon and Berndt-Bach Inc. 
of Hollywood, California from 
1953. Fully refurbished and 
highly polished, the camera 
comes complete with 
adjustable hardwood and 
metal tripod stand, with an 
enamel plaque which reads 
AURICON SOUND-ON-
FILM RECORDING EQUIPMENT, 
BERNDT-BACH INC, HOLLYWOOD USA, 
with Serial No 32309. Ref 6057

Average height on tripod:  
(adjustable) 70 inches (178 cm) 
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Carl Zeiss, Germany: a set of German anti-aircraft Kriegsmarine 
binoculars of 12 x 60 specification, with very high quality Carl Zeiss 
lenses. Completely overhauled and highly polished, these portable 
binoculars have a hinged shade cover and flip-up eye shields 
with original rubbers and (for when not in use) a bakelite lens cap 
positioned and fixed by way of a all-original leather strap. The 
instrument is mounted on a later, lightweight tripod by Nikon. These 
binoculars clearly demonstrate why Carl Zeiss was known as the 
pre-eminent lens maker for the German military and Navy in WWII. 
German, circa 1942. Ref 6080
 
Height on tripod (extendable): 60 inches (153 cm)

Eyes on the skies
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Winter Wonderland

Erich Hèrmes (1881-1971): ‘L'Hiver 
en Suisse’. A stylish and rare original 
lithographic poster dated 1938. Printed 
by Säuberlin & Pfeiffer S.A. of Vevey, 
Switzerland. Conservation linen backed, 
framed within a plain black oak section 
frame, with acid-free mount and glazed with 
UV resistant Plexiglas. Poster size: 40 x 25 
inches (102 x 64 cm) Ref 6256

Roger Broders (1883-1953): ‘Winter 
Sports in the French Alps’. Rare, English 
text version of the original poster circa 1929. 
Printed by Lucien Sierre & Cie. of Paris, 
interestingly the brightly patterned sweater 
of the female skier on the left was modelled 
after a knitwear design by Broder’s wife, 
Marguerite. Conservation linen mounted, 
framed and glazed. Poster size: 40 x 25 
inches (102 x 64 cm) Ref 3466

A. Diggelmann: ‘St. Moritz (The Steffani Rabbit)’. 
Original poster dated 1930. For over 80 years the 
Steffani rabbit has sat in front of the Hotel Steffani’s 
entrance in St. Moritz. In 1928 the rabbit appeared 
as the official mascot for the Olympic Winter 
Games hosted by the municipality, when athletes 
and officials stayed at The Steffani. Since then the 
rabbit became recognised as the personal mascot 
of The Märky Family, The Steffani, St. Moritz and 
the Engadin. Conservation linen mounted and 
unframed. Poster size: 40 x 25 inches (102 x 64 cm)  
Ref 3460



Frédéric Focht (1879-1937)
‘Man in Flight’: an undisputed Master of Art Deco sculpture on a grand scale, Frédéric C. 
Focht created this spectacular bronze around 1930. Vividly rendered in dark green patine, this 
imposing bronze depicts a highly stylized speed god, supported by another crouching male, 
both atop a globe, in turn mounted on the original deep marbre rouge plinth. Signed FOCHT to 
the globe, this is the smaller of two casts of this bronze that Focht created, the larger example 
being 42 inches (107 cm) tall (which we also have available, see our website for Ref 5773).  
Ref 6763 

Height:  29 inches (74 cm)
Length:  24 inches (61 cm)

Frédéric C. Focht was born in Paris and studied under the celebrated sculptor Falguiere. 
His remarkable talent was recognised early in his career, exhibiting at the Salon des Artistes 
Français and winning the coveted Medal of Honour at the age of 21. Focht was responsible for 
some of the most striking Art Deco bronzes of the 1920s and 1930s and was fascinated by the 
link between human form and stylized machine, his bronzes depicting speed gods evolving into 
aircraft, semi-abstract automobiles and locomotives.
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Alexander Kéléty (Hungarian, 1874-
1940): two beautifully modelled  
silvered-bronze Art Deco bookends 
in the form of doves of peace, 
each with a fanned tail and set 
on a portoro marble stand. This 
model features in the definitive 
sculpture reference book 'Art 
Deco and other Figures' by 
Bryan Catley (published 
in 1977). French, circa 
1930. Height of 
each: 6 inches (15 
cm) Ref 6609
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Jambo Jumbo

Jean de la Fontinelle (French, 1900-1974): 
a beautifully modelled Art Deco silvered bronze 
sculpture in the form of an elephant, with trunk 
aloft and legs resting on a heptagonal plinth as if 
performing in the circus. The bronze, dating from 
around 1930, is mounted on a rectangular green 
marble base, and the silvered plinth is signed L  
FONTINELLE. Height: 9 inches (23 cm), length 
of base 5 inches (13 cm). Ref 6772

De la Fontinelle exhibited 
at the Exposition des 
Artistes Animaliers in 
Paris in 1929, and was 
a contemporary of Paul 
Jouve, André Margat and 
the legendary sculptor 
François Pompon. 
Predominantly working in 
ceramic, de la Fontinelle’s 
bronze works are rare.

Georges Lavroff (Georgi Dmitrievich 
Lavrov, Russian 1895-1991): a very 
charming French Cubist Art Deco-era vide 
poche, the Portoro marble dish of horseshoe 
shape is surmounted by a performing bear 
in patinated bronze, balancing a gilded ball 
on his nose while holding one between his 
paws. Signed indistinctly to the rear of the 
bear. French, circa 1930. Depth: 7 inches 
(18 cm), width 6½ (17 cm) and height: 6 
inches (15 cm) Ref 6511

Illustrated: ‘Georges Lavroff: un Sculpteur 
Russe à Paris en 1930’, by Claude 
Mazzucotelli & Pierre Kastelyn, published 
2011, p 22.



Out for a Stroll

Aleksander TZANKOV (signed AL. ZANKOFF, 1900-1982)

A very fine Art Deco bronze of two polar bears walking side by 
side, the animals with all-original patina set on a deep white 
marble plinth. Cast by the foundry of Marcel Guillemard, the 
bronze is signed AL. ZANKOFF, and bears the edition number 
8 to one of the feet. French, circa 1930. Ref 6669

Length: 23 inches (58 cm)
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Hollywood Regency

Isn’t it Ionic: a pair of large and impressive Lucite 
and chrome table lamps, in the form of classical Greek 
columns, most likely the design of Charles Hollis Jones 
(born 1945) the American designer who pioneered the 
use of modern acrylic and Lucite in his furniture and 
decorative accessories. Hollywood Regency (sometimes 
called Hollywood Moderne) was a 1920s design 
movement which contrasts mirrored finishes, metallic 
accents and glass (or later Lucite), evoking a feeling of 
both opulence and comfort. Designers such as Dorothy 
Draper and Billy Haines were early practitioners of the 
style that was widely adopted by movie-makers and 
actors for their homes in Southern California, and remains 
a strongly followed design aesthetic today. Ref 6580

Height overall: 31 inches (79 cm) 
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High Deco

An opulent Art Deco centre table of palatial proportions, the 
heavy and superbly-figured macassar ebony table top with 
large galuchat (shagreen) star design to the centre surrounded 
by stringing, is supported by six swept legs which terminate in 
a stepped base with a scalloped plinth and gilded frieze. Very 
much in the style of the great Emile-Jacques Ruhlmann (1879-
1933), this fine and substantial and highly decorative table 
dates to around 1930. Ref 6411
 
Width: 58 inches (147 cm) 
Height: 30 inches (76 cm)

Detail of table base
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A very large and substantially heavy cast bronze of a 
Spread Eagle, the symbol associated with the banking 
institution Barclays. With its original green-brown patina, 
this would have been wall mounted outside a branch 
or office. The bronze features the three crowns device, 
an addition which came about following an application 
by the company for a Grant of Arms for the symbol, in 
1937. Ref 6220

Width: 30 inches (76 cm), height: 32 inches (81 cm) 

Aquila Propagationem

It is not known exactly when the firm of Barclays was established, but in 1690 a 
banker by the name of John Freame started trading from premises in Lombard 
Street, London. At a time when few people could read or write, pictorial signs were 
used to identify businesses. In 1728, Freame’s business relocated to 54 Lombard 
Street, at the sign of the Black Spread Eagle, and a few years later his son-on-
law, James Barclay, became a partner in the firm. The company expanded over 
the subsequent years, but the Spread Eagle symbol was to remain synonymous 
with the Barclay partnership.
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